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Hanse 548
Boat Type: Cruiser

OVERVIEW

The new Hanse 548 is the crème de la crème of the luxury loft feeling, providing an excellent sailing experience with

coveted Hanse handling. It is the perfect yacht for a relaxing voyage to the world’s most breathtaking bays. Enjoy a

new level of spaciousness and freedom thanks to the yacht’s length of more than 16 m and breadth of 5 m. Our

team of designers were inspired by the element Earth during the development of the Hanse 548. The clear, modern

hull shape and interior build a sublime contrast to the natural materials and warm hues. With the option to choose

from ten different layouts below deck, Hanse is once again setting the trend in international boat building. 

With Hanse, you have a progressive yacht that makes a statement. Technical innovations and quality in every detail

are just as much part of the Hanse 548 as are an emotional design and comfortable atmosphere of well-being. Each

detail is a subtle expression of superior design. The well-orchestrated ensemble of advanced technology and its

integration is the highest art of yacht design at Hanse – and what drives us to create the perfect yacht. 



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Hanse Boat Type: Cruiser

Model: 548 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2019 Hull Type: Monohull

Category: Sail   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 54.00 ft Draft - max: 9 ft 2 in - 2.8 meter

LOA: 53 ft 8 in - 16.36 meter Bridge Clearance: 81 ft - 24.69 meter

Beam: 16 ft 7 in - 5.05 meter Dry Weight: 43652 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 137 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 203 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 4 Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: 4 Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

Wherever you sail – your Hanse is one of a kind. You choose the colour of the hull and which upholstery you would

like to catch your eye. On deck, the decision of which technical equipment to include on your Hanse yacht is all

yours. The interior also carries your signature. Enjoy the freedom in the open sea in a modern loft atmosphere or

surrounded by maritime elegance. High-quality materials and exclusive fittings await you. 

Do you prefer to sail with loved ones, your family or with a group of friends? The below-deck layout of your Hanse

548 can be adapted to your individual needs and desires. You can choose between the classic layout and a tailor-

made cabin concept for many or just a few guests on board. 

Enjoy the impressive character of your yacht even more and revel in its progressive design down to the subtlest

detail. With the optional Hanse Comfort Package, you can accentuate your Hanse yacht with a host of extra

highlights. The package consists of furnishings and fittings which perfectly cater to your needs and make your every

wish a reality.

Make your Hanse yacht truly yours with customised accessories. The Cruising Package offers a host of diverse

extras and versatile options for you to give your yacht just the performance and highlights you desire. Tailor your

Hanse to be in perfect harmony with your life and individual needs, down to the minutest detail. Discover today all

that this package provides. 
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